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The Way It Is 
 

Just as it did in the time of Jesus’ birth, the world today resembles nothing so much as it 

does a crossroads.  It lives at the critical juncture of competing truth claims and cultural 

expression.  We struggle between Jihad, the tendency toward parochialism and atomiza-

tion and MacWorld, the relentless gravitational pull of secular homogenization.  Will the 

world inexorably evolve into a cosmopolitan megapolis or will it collapse beneath the 

blows of militant tribalism? Whose will wins out? Whose ideas will mould the future, the 

World Wide Web or the resurgent militant Islam of 9/11 and 7/7? What about an end-

lessly customized, privatized spirituality, particularly popular among the elites and chat-

tering classes.  Religions whose gods ultimately look like us are always in supply.  Per-

haps, as Neil Postman prophesied, we will simply Amuse ourselves to Death. 

 

If you visit that crossroads, you will also 

find the church.  Balanced on the knife-

edge, the evangelical church lives in the 

place between the way it used to be and 

the way it must become.  As it exists, it 

totters, trying to understand its own 

identity in the midst of cultural flux and 

competing claims to its soul.  In a sense, 

of course, it has to totter.  Nothing re-

mains stationary.  The issue is the posi-

tion you adopt and the direction you 

take.  To be sure, everyone knows, even 

those that pine for some idealized past, 

the future is all we have to possess.  

Even the present is lost right under our 

noses.  We know that we must embrace 

the future, but what future? As believers, 

we know that we have wonderful prom-

ises.  We know one day that the celestial 

city to which we all belong will need no 

place to remind us to worship because 

we will live in the presence of the Al-

mighty and the Lamb.  We know that it 

will be lit with the consuming glory of 

that same lamb, whose light will illumi-

nate the nations (Rev 21:22-27).  Our 

problem is that we somehow must get 

from here to there.  In one sense, of 

course, this is easy.  We know that God 

will make the way.  In another, He 

seems to want us, to paraphrase T.S.  

Elliot, to become what we are not by 

going through the way in which we are 

not.
1
 We are indeed on a journey, but it 

is very much not an escalator or con-

veyor belt.  In the midst of providence, 

God still calls for wisdom.  When it is 

all said and done, when our lives be-

come a symphony of prayer, when we 

commune with the Lord in a living rela-

tionship with him, there is yet work to 

be done and decisions to be made.  In-

deed, we shall become the new heavens 

and new earth, but what do we do now? 
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We totter, I know, but where is God in 

all of this? 

 

The question, “What should we do?” has 

to be met with the response, “That de-

pends.  Who are you?” This is not a triv-

ial matter.  W.  Tullian Tchividjian 

writes, “At the beginning of the twenty-

first century, the church faces an identity 

crisis unparalleled in its history.”
2
 For 

most of us, when we close our eyes and 

imagine the answer, the church looks 

very much like us.  It is European or 

American.  It either speaks English or 

some language we had inflicted on us in 

school, not I might add, seminary, like 

French, Spanish, or German.  Like old 

furniture, it has a feel to it.  Layer after 

layer of stain, oil, and polish contribute 

to the look and feel.  If one holds a light 

to it, the dim patina of the reformation 

might be discerned.  The surface layer of 

polish smells more like modernism, even 

if the bottle reads “evangelical” on it.  

The deeper apostolic, patristic, and me-

dieval layers may not be seen at all, 

though they may still be intuited. 

 

Evangelicalism however is changing 

dramatically and rapidly.  In an effort 

not to make it too restrictive, evangeli-

calism has worked hard to relax the lim-

its to its own identity.  We have become 

convinced that propositions box you in 

and therefore must be avoided.  The 

propositional boundaries that set us apart 

from the unbelieving world, whether or 

not that world was in the church, have 

been replaced by a nice chewy centre; 

the theory being that the soft core in the 

middle represents non-negotiable con-

victions binding evangelicalism (propo-

nents would say freeing) providing for 

porous borders that would allow for 

freer communion with those of other 

faiths and persuasions.  The trick, of 

course lies in what you place in the cen-

tre and what you leave for the periphery.  

Given the premium we place on accom-

modation and pluralism, it should come 

as no surprise that centres tend to be the 

things with which we have the least 

trouble.  Boundaries on the other hand, 

the judging of what belongs and what 

does not, are now problematic, either 

within our own Western churches or 

amongst our missionaries.  Interestingly, 

it is often the non-western churches that 

faithfully maintain biblical boundaries in 

the face of opposition from western 

evangelicals, whether they be church-

men or missionaries. 

 

Likewise, we evangelicals, children of 

consumerism and designer models, have, 

in large part, moved the heart of evan-

gelicalism away from the historical, 

visible, connectional church.  This 

should come as no surprise.  With ex-

ceptions, such as Westminster Chapel, 

All Souls or St.  Helen’s, Bishopsgate, 

the centres of modern evangelicalism are 

often not churches and rarely denomina-

tions.  Its leaders are, of course, church-

men, but only after a fashion.  Its sym-

bolic leader, for many expressions of 

evangelicalism was Billy Graham, os-

tensibly a Southern Baptist, but shaped 

by the ministry of a lay Presbyterian, 

Henrietta Mears and directed toward the 

creation of a revivalist parachurch or-

ganization and a non-denominational 

seminary, Fuller, that the historian 

George Marsden says functions today as 

a quasi-denomination.
3
 De-

institutionalization gripped both sides of 

the Atlantic.  When strong evangelical 

churches appear, they often serve as 

denominations in themselves, sponsor-

ing their own parachurch organizations. 
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The serious business of missions became 

the preserve of parachurch organizations 

such as the Navigators, IVP, Campus 

Crusade for Christ, YWAM, Operation 

Mobilization (OM), Pioneers, Frontiers, 

Wycliffe Bible Translators, and scores 

of others.  Don’t misunderstand me.  I 

do not question the motives of any of 

these or of their manifold contributions 

(e.g.  Bible League).  I simply highlight 

the fact that these became the creative 

core and the leading edge of evangelical 

innovation and ministry.  This is no-

where more evident than in the world of 

evangelical missions.  Vast sums were 

and are garnished for these organiza-

tions, raised by individuals and evan-

gelical churches in order for their minis-

tries to be accomplished.  The point of 

course is that the money poured in be-

cause these were considered to be the 

spear point of evangelical ministry.  I do 

of course understand the difficulties 

caused by the erosion of biblical witness 

within the visible church.  I simply as-

sert that the mid-twentieth century solu-

tions to this situation have caused their 

own problems and must, with all ur-

gency, be revisited. 

 

Western, and in particular, American 

evangelicalism continues to spin away 

from foundational definitions and re-

strictions.  We have now entered the era 

of the designer believer.  If you think of 

the traditional church as a hymnal, think 

of the new ethos as an i-Pod.  Much of 

this is the consequence of a tug-of-war 

for influence in the church waged be-

tween the theologians on one side and 

the sociologists and anthropologists on 

the other.  The sociologists won.  This 

meant fundamentally that matters of 

ecclesiology and any outward practice of 

the church are governed by what works 

best.  Sociology has no other value sys-

tem.  It may have a vague awareness of 

the past, but it only values the present.  

It acknowledges no timeless standards.  

It would view any such notion, in fact, 

as an archaism, only worthy of a foot-

note somewhere.  What matters now is 

what people think and what people want.   

 

Wade Clark Roof the noted sociologist, 

wrote extensively on evangelicalism in 

late 20
th

 and early 21
st
 century America.  

His observations and conclusions are 

well-worth noting.  “It’s a very interest-

ing-and challenging idea: reinventing 

church.  Theologians and Bible scholars 

are likely to be suspicious of the under-

taking.  The church is called to be the 

church they say, which is true of course, 

but that doesn’t quite satisfy sociologists 

who ask: “’But what does that look 

like?’” Sociologically speaking, there is 

no church for all time.”
4
 Roof then goes 

on to address four “conversations” 

needed in order to decide what a church 

should be.  The first is with religious 

tradition.  What selective tradition 

should we follow for any given situa-

tion? He likens it to searching a toolkit 

for just the right tool for a given job.  

Religious toolkits include, for example, 

a diverse set of beliefs, stories, symbols, 

rituals, images, and worldviews.  “Just 

as you select from the toolkit what tool 

you need to fix a particular mechanical 

problem, people of faith engage in a 

process of selective appropriation from 

our past, we reinterpret stories, beliefs, 

practices to fit the times in which they 

live.” It is, in this view, DIY Christian-

ity.  How very like the church today.  

How very like evangelical missions as 

well.  Part of this is also rewriting 

church history in order to make your 
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own case.  Consider Steve Chalke for 

example.  As is well known, Chalke 

rejects penal substitution and he does so 

for all sorts of theological reasons.  The 

point is however that his interpretation 

of history legitimizes his theology.  For 

example, he characterizes penal substitu-

tion as being based on pre-Christian 

thought.  It doesn’t even rise to the level 

of misunderstanding Scripture.  It im-

ports ideas from outside the Bible.
5
 So 

goes penal substitution; so goes Con-

stantine, so go the early church councils 

and so goes the Reformation, all too 

inconvenient for cutting edge people 

such as ourselves.  The ash heap of his-

tory has become home to the historic 

faith, all in the name of promoting a 

relevant, contemporized, contextualized, 

‘personal’ Jesus. 

 

 

Roof’s second conversation involves the 

larger religious environment.  What is 

going on with people and religions in 

general? Churches are dropping de-

nominational labels, for example.  What 

should your church do about that fact? 

The sociological approach would be to 

bring the church in line with contempo-

rary trends.  Post-modern Christianity is 

very much about catching waves not 

swimming against the tide.  A third con-

versation involves the growth of reli-

gious pluralism in the West.  The author 

sees it as an overall plus, but only if we 

accommodate, not confront.  The fourth 

conversation considers the perceived 

postmodern split between religion and 

spirituality.  We engage in this our-

selves, don’t we? “Christianity is not a 

religion” we opine; “it is a relationship.” 

There is something right about this, but 

something missed as well.  To the con-

temporary world, it means that Christi-

anity as a privatized spirituality is OK, 

but church and Christianity are totalizing 

systems to be resisted or avoided.   

 

Finally, Western evangelicalism has in 

large part embraced the ideal of accom-

modation.  A survey by Roof of Ameri-

can Baby Boomers illustrates.  When 

asked the following question: “Is it good 

to explore many different religious 

teachings and learn from them, or should 

one stick to a particular faith?”, 60% 

said they preferred to explore, including 

51% of those identifying themselves as 

born again Christians.
6
 When asked 

whether they agreed with the statement: 

“All the religions of the world are 

equally true and good,” 48% agreed and 

47% disagreed.  More interestingly, 25% 

of the born again Christians agreed.  In 

terms of absolute numbers, demographic 

surveys show that Protestantism has 

declined about five percent.  Roman 

Catholicism, contrary to popular belief, 

has risen by the same amount.  Addi-

tionally, religions other than Christianity 

now count for about eight percent of the 

population, three times what it was 50 

years ago.  Times they are a changin’.   

Regardless of what the religion, a Gallup 

survey revealed that over 80% of those 

polled believe that “one can be a good 

Christian or Jew without going to church 

or synagogue.” 

 

It of course, goes much further than that.   

One no longer has to be a Christian at all 

in order to love Jesus.  Brian McLaren, 

for example, the voice of the Emergent 

Church says, “I don’t believe making 

disciples must equal making adherents 

to the Christian religion.  It may be ad-

visable in many (not all!) circumstances 

to help people become followers of Je-

sus and remain within their Buddhist, 
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Hindu, or Jewish contexts.”
7
 It sounds 

like the sociologists win again.  Not fin-

ished, McLaren adds, “Ultimately, I 

hope that Jesus will save Buddhism (not 

just Buddhists), Islam and every other 

religion, including the Christian relig-

ion.” To make that happen, he states his 

willingness to become Buddhist, Mus-

lim, (and one wonders, Christian?), in 

order to see people go to heaven.
8
 Why 

not? It is only a matter of donning a re-

ligion.  Consider the words of the evan-

gelical missionary, Ralph Winter: “Our 

task may well be to allow and encourage 

Muslims and Hindus and Chinese to 

follow Christ without identifying them-

selves with a foreign (read-Christian) 

religion.”
9
  Now this is different, the 

disposable church.  Compare that to the 

Reformer’s, extra ecclesiam nulla salus 

(there is no salvation outside the 

church).   

 

Dean Flemming, an evangelical 

Wesleyan missiologist takes the idea 

further still.  Winter and McLaren are 

still concerned with how people come to 

Jesus in faith.  Perhaps people do not 

need to come at all.  Perhaps general 

revelation is all they need.  This is a 

question Flemming does not believe 

Paul ever addressed.  He adds, “The 

Bible never addresses directly the ques-

tion of the fate of the unevangelized.”
10

   

We must conclude, these statements are 

stunning in their inaccuracy.  Southern 

Seminary’s Russell Moore summarizes 

reformist evangelicalism’s “constellation 

of proposals.” These include open the-

ism characterized by Clark Pinnock and 

Greg Boyd, postmodern revisions of the 

doctrine of revelation and biblical au-

thority, the feminist advocacy for egali-

tarian models and inclusivist proposals 

on salvation voiced by Pinnock, John 

Sanders, Stanley Grenz and others.  To 

be honest, it sounds far more like 

warmed over liberalism than it does ex-

citing new evangelicalism.  The church 

in Sydney concludes, “We have liberal-

ism masquerading as an Evangelical 

concern for the Word of God.  Calling 

upon us to undertake a ‘new hermeneu-

tic’ which will make the Bible relevant 

and contemporary; they succeed only in 

denying the sufficiency of Scripture and 

selling out Evangelical faith.
11

  If we go 

to the heart of evangelicalism, its new 

core on both sides of the Atlantic, we 

may not like what we find. 

 

Finally, we have the changing face of 

Christianity’s ancient homes, the Middle 

East and Europe with which to contend.  

William Dalrymple (From the Holy 

Mountain) and Bat Ye’Or (Islam and 

Dhimmitude) have powerfully and 

poignantly charted the painful decline of 

historic Christianity from Turkey to 

North Africa.  Frank books like London-

istan, government disclosure about 

grossly underestimated numbers of ille-

gal immigrants and asylum seekers in 

Europe hardly give us a sense that God’s 

promises concerning the nations in 

Malachi 1:11 are any closer to fruition.  

Currently, 140 million people live out-

side the country of their birth, about 

1/40
th

 of the world’s population.
12

 Most 

of the people we meet are not Christians.  

In France, one in ten is a Muslim, with 

50,000 fresh French converts every year.  

In Brussels, Mohammed has been the 

name of choice for male babies for 

years.  British mosque attendance out-

strips Church of England attendance.
13

 

Europe appears to be becoming a House 

of Islam.  We have empirical data.  We 

can see with our own eyes that we are 

not winning.  Every Methodist or Angli-
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can steeple with a crescent on it con-

firms the fact.  This in turn generates 

reactions on our part, some positive and 

some negative. 

 

It does, at least I hope it does, drive us to 

prayer.  Nothing we do could more 

please God.  Nothing aligns us better 

with his will and wisdom.  On the other 

hand, circumstances such as these, as we 

perceive them, also generate fear.  We 

can do the maths.  We take stock of the 

large numbers of Muslims in western 

society, particularly the militant 

Islamists, consider the current state of 

the church, factor in immigration and 

conversion and extrapolate fear.  If we 

live in the historic home of the early 

church, we ponder the remorseless ero-

sion of biblical witness.  Perhaps we too 

will be like the Christians living on the 

fringes of the Arabian Desert after the 

death of Muhammad.  We can see Islam 

coming; it is only a matter of time until 

it dominates.  In such a case, perhaps the 

best we can do is strengthen our de-

fenses before the onslaught begins.  We 

bar the doors, stockpile the weapons and 

wait. 

 

 

What mistakes we make because of what 

we do not know or fail to perceive.  

There is another Church out there and it 

will soon swamp our own.  It is the 

church of the Southern Hemisphere, for 

want of a better name.  It represents the 

vast and growing numbers of Asians, 

Africans, and South Americans coming 

to proclaim the Lordship of Christ.  We 

often hear about a militant, resurgent 

Islam overtaking Christianity.  Statistics 

do not bare this out.  If present trends 

continue, by 2050, there will be three 

billion Christians, outnumbering Mus-

lims 3-2.  If we take the fact that large 

numbers of reported Christians (and 

Muslims) are nominal, current statistics 

are also revealing.  There are reportedly 

560 million Christians in Europe and 

260 million in North America, but there 

are also 480 million in South America, 

360 million in Africa and 313 million in 

Asia.
14

 Additionally, unlike many of 

those found in Europe and America, 

most of the others are young in the faith, 

full of energy and evangelistic fervor. 

They are not simply here, in rapidly 

growing numbers, they are also unhappy 

with us Western churches.  Witness the 

growing disaffection within the Angli-

can Communion between liberal West-

erners and evangelical Southerners.  

Southern churches, ranging from Angli-

can to Pentecostal to Roman Catholic all 

seem to demonstrate greater reverence 

for the authority of Scripture, a more 

literalistic hermeneutic, more biblically-

based morality, belief in the supernatural 

expressed through miracles, visions, 

healing and prophecy, and a respect for 

the authority of the Old Testament as 

equal to the New.   The frustrated words 

of an African bishop to an American 

one: “If you don’t believe the scripture, 

why did you bring it to us in the first 

place?” should come as no surprise.
15

 

More importantly, the Southern Chris-

tians no longer feel compelled to follow 

the lead of Western religious leaders.  

They can feel their growing strength and 

do not mind asserting it.  Lamin Sanneh 

well expresses the changing power cen-

tre of Christianity.  He asks, “Whose 

reading-who’s Christianity-is normal 

now? And whose will be in 50 years?”
16

  

 

As Jenkins notes, Southern churches 

have become truly indigenous.  Now, 

let’s put this all together.  We have a 
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rapidly growing non-Western church 

that is also gaining confidence (Jenkins 

sees parallels of post-Constantinian 

European Christianity and Southern 

evangelicalism).  It strongly believes 

that the church can and indeed must 

change the world.  While we consider 

models such as the sojourner and pilgrim 

that deal with Christians surrounded by 

an alien and hostile culture, Southerners 

are seeing things in starker, more politi-

cal terms.  In this sense, Christendom is 

only really dead as an idea in the West.   

As Southern Christianity grows, it the-

ologizes.  As it theologizes, it not only 

creates ideas and structures for its own 

use, it also evaluates ours.  As it hap-

pens, we are often corporately found 

wanting.  In some cases, this may be due 

to their syncretistic practices, in others it 

may be ours.  The question of course is 

how should we position ourselves rela-

tive to these Southern Christians, both in 

terms of our entering their cultures and 

their entering ours? Given the realities 

confronting the Western church, who 

should we be and what should we do?  

 

The Way it Ought to Be 

What does this mean right now, right 

here? How should the promise “that 

from the rising of the sun to its setting 

my name will be great among the na-

tions, and in every place incense will be 

offered to my name and a pure offering” 

(Mal 1:11) be carried out in London, the 

UK, and Europe? What is our calling? 

Because we wonder and because we 

fear, we also want to know what provi-

sion is made for us.  Are we called sim-

ply to our own devices with an even 

bigger burden than we thought we had? 

As we explore our options, I do wish to 

say, we indeed have provision for this 

new world.  Yes, there are indeed im-

peratives, for us, urgent ones in fact, but 

there are also ample indicatives.  God is 

still covenantally on his throne.  There 

has always been provision for his people 

and that is a promise without expiry.  

The key I believe is found within the 

biblical injunction to remember.  When-

ever God’s people got in over their col-

lective head, they were directed to re-

member.  They remember who they 

were and they remember who God is 

and what he did.  It is as we reflect on, 

or to put it plainly, remember, God, we 

understand ourselves and our circum-

stances.  While sociology, like any other 

man-made tool has its uses, it is not 

equipped to shoulder this sort of burden.  

Remembrance, on the other, hand is a 

provision flowing directly from the word 

of God.   I would like to suggest that 

God has provided for our need in the 

church today by reminding us of a few 

things that may have been misplaced in 

our struggle to confront the present and 

future.   

 

How does he remind us? As always, 

God reminds us of what really matters 

by showing us his eternal, spirit-filled 

Word, but he also does even more.  For 

example, when I learn, some things 

work better than others.  I would like to 

say that I am a genius at taking corre-

spondence courses.  I would like to, but I 

can’t and I can’t because it isn’t true.  

Just showing me something, however 

compelling and well-explained, is not 

guaranteed to make me learn.  Put me in 

a classroom with a good teacher and 

classmates, however, and I take off.  It is 

hard to believe that I am the same per-

son.  We generally do not learn well 

alone.  As it happens, God has made 

solitary learning unnecessary and unde-

sirable.  We are in fact surrounded by a 
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great cloud of witnesses that help us 

learn (He 12:1).  We have every saint 

that ever lived in the Old Testament and 

the New Testament to confirm to us 

what we should know.  We also have 

every saint that has ever lived since sit-

ting in the same classroom with us.   

 

Do you get the point? The point you see 

is the church.  We have the church and 

the church has us.  We are the church 

but the church is more than me.  This is 

big and you must not miss it.  We have 

the church, not just churches, those often 

paltry things that sometimes remind us 

more of what divides than what unites.  

We have THE Church.  We have the 

Body of Christ, the company of the re-

deemed, the chosen people of the cove-

nant cutting through time until eternity.  

This is a truly significant other isn’t it? 

What does this mean? It means that we 

do not seek to address the issues of wit-

ness in 21
st
 century London in isolation 

from our identity.  We are Churchmen 

with a capital “C.” This is our identity.  

The postmodern world sees us as frag-

mented voices or autonomous voices, 

not a choir.  Our admission of who we 

really are in Christ is essential to our 

response to the world in which we live.  

The fact is that whether or not we are 

Christians, our conditioned reflex is to 

address issues such as mission or minis-

try in dribs and drabs because that is 

how we too often see ourselves.  We 

must not do this.  Tchividjian points out, 

rightly I think, that “The church’s unwit-

ting capitulation to powerful cultural 

forces has caused it to lose its prophetic 

other-worldly voice.” Powerful cultural 

forces that shape the church in the West 

include individualism, power, and con-

sumerism.  In this sense we imbibe the 

spirit of the Age.  I do believe that evan-

gelicalism’s embrace of privatized spiri-

tuality, theological dumbing down, and 

consumerist choice, all without the over-

sight of the visible church is very much 

in keeping with the times.  In our world 

to be counter-church is cultural and to be 

church is now to be counter-cultural.  

There is nothing in the final estimation 

that will be more significant to our meet-

ing the global realities we face than re-

asserting the key significance of the his-

toric church as a way of showing Christ 

to the world . 

 

I believe that the answers we need to the 

questions concerning how we meet the 

future of Southern world churches, 

Islamist militancy and deconstructed 

secularism is found within our historic 

identity as the Church of Jesus Christ.  

This, of course, does not yet make the 

way plane for us.  In what way does our 

identity as members of the body of 

Christ help us to know how to interact 

with Ugandan Pentecostals or Moroccan 

Salafists? What does being the church 

mean practically? Since a symptom of 

this age is designer religion, what is to 

prevent us from making up a church that 

gives us peace with this world and a 

good conscience, all without ever really 

going beyond our own opinions? Fortu-

nately we have help.   

 

Obviously, the answer must lie in reality 

not fantasy.  The church is real.  It is 

constructed by the Triune God, elected 

in eternity, anchored in the gospel, nour-

ished by the Word and the Spirit.  The 

physical truth of it however is affirmed 

in this world by the apostles, men of real 

flesh and blood, defended by the living 

sacrifice of the early church, and redis-

covered by the Reformers.  In an age 

where we are our only gods, the church 
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and all it has ever stood for puts the lie 

to all of our new fashionable creation 

myths and deals with the Devil.  It holds 

the truth of the Bible up to us, not as a 

second source of revelation, but as a 

living witness to the truth of it through-

out the ages.  I asked earlier, “what 

church?” I would now like to answer my 

own question.  My answer consists of 

four characteristics and one model.  

None of these are new.  All reflect the 

voice of the authentic church through 

time, even if that voice was often muf-

fled or slurred.   

 

First, the characteristics.  I propose that 

we as Reformed, evangelical believers 

rediscover and embrace the church de-

scribed to us in the Nicene Creed as a 

model for our postmodern, global 

church.  Specifically, I do not mean 

adopting the entire creed as an official 

doctrinal standard for all of our 

churches.  My proposals today are more 

limited.  I simply propose that we evan-

gelical churches centre our identity in 

four descriptors given by the Nicene 

Creed, namely that we be “one, holy, 

catholic, and apostolic” church and that 

any evangelical associations to which 

we belong explicitly conform to these 

standards.  My second proviso is that we 

children of the Reformation filter the 

four through the prism of the Reforma-

tion.  We live in a day where wide 

swaths of the evangelical world seem to 

be running away from any identification 

with the magisterial Reformation.  The 

only bits tolerated any longer are those 

we used to say were part of the “Left-

wing” of the Reformation.  This, of 

course, included the Anabaptists, but it 

also included all manner of Unitarian-

ism, Socinianism and the like.  These 

expressions, as it were, have no link to 

the apostolic or orthodox historical 

church.  They therefore have nothing to 

do with Nicea.  The Reformers, on the 

other hand, were reforming the church, 

not inventing it.  They were recovering 

the church.  They saw themselves as 

legitimate children of the early church.  

They did not turn their back on it.  Addi-

tionally, the Reformers are important 

because they extended the definitions 

found in the Nicene Creed.  They re-

flected biblically on what the church 

meant when it said “one,” “holy,” 

“catholic,” and “apostolic.” Specifically, 

they anchored true unity in the doctrines 

of substitutionary atonement and justifi-

cation by grace through faith alone.
17

 It 

is my contention that their contributions 

are essential not peripheral to our proper 

understanding and acceptance of the 

four.  We critically need to live out these 

Nicene distinctives mediated through the 

Reformers understanding.   

 

I am reminded of an article that ap-

peared several years ago in Banner of 

Truth written by Geoff Thomas.
18

 “Es-

sentially Evangelical” concerned Tho-

mas’s response to a group of church 

leaders attempting to develop a move-

ment around a new proposed organiza-

tion.  As I understand it, the attempt 

failed.  An analysis of the article pro-

vides clues concerning the reasons for its 

demise.  Thomas implied that the group 

was diverse, not necessarily sharing the 

same convictions.  At one point, he sug-

gested that a major reason for the failure 

was because many of the intended par-

ticipants were, as contemporary Angli-

cans, insufficiently committed to Puri-

tanism.  Evidence for this was their fail-

ure to attend all of the same conferences 

for example.  More damaging, these 

Anglicans were tainted by their contin-
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ued association with liberal evangelicals 

(a concept formerly viewed as an oxy-

moron).  It was not that they themselves 

ascribed to error, it was that they toler-

ated it in their midst.  Finally, he seemed 

to revive the combativeness between the 

British Evangelical Council and the 

Evangelical Alliance as a fundamental 

divide between himself and the proposed 

organization. 

 

Now, I must say that I have some sym-

pathy for his frustrations with the current 

state of Protestantism, particularly evan-

gelicalism.  I was however troubled by 

his response and would, for several rea-

sons have chosen a different approach.  I 

think that the exclusive identification 

with Puritanism is in some ways not 

helpful.  It is a concept after all that is 

primarily limited to the churches of the 

UK and America.  It is not a tradition 

that could easily be embraced by the 

world’s new churches.  Second, it is 

based on a historic conflict with and 

within Anglicanism.  As an outsider, I 

have a difficult time seeing how Puritan-

ism will provide a clear path for the 

Church into the future.  There is little 

contained that has the potential for any 

meaningful sort of unity, let alone minis-

try.  To be sure, I also, in agreement 

with Thomas, do not advocate associa-

tions that are so broad that theological or 

biblical illiteracy or at least amnesia is 

necessary in order to embrace them.  On 

the other hand, narrowly defined Anglo-

Saxon ecclesial distinctives will not 

prove to be a secure basis for a transna-

tional reformed identity and will cer-

tainly not provide the sort of identity 

that would serve as glue that could unite 

Western and southern churches in any 

effective missional enterprise. 

 

 I do think however that Nicene distinc-

tives mediated through the Reforma-

tional prism will provide the theological 

and doctrinal clarity and the ecclesio-

logical focus needed in order to help 

create a positive, broad-based, geo-

graphically and ethnically diverse, Re-

formed, evangelistic movement.  Theo-

logically broad evangelicalism seems to 

me to be a spent force in the sense that 

more and more innovation and initiative 

falls to the liberal, reformist and anti-

Reformation elements within it.  These 

are not interested in recovering the apos-

tolic church as the Reformation once 

did.  They are interested in breaking 

down the barriers between the Bible and 

the idolatrous world through compro-

mise with that world, something the Bi-

ble itself repudiates.  Furthermore, it 

seems to me that some like-minded 

evangelical church-orientated organiza-

tions appear to have the values and vi-

sion that could make proactive ministry 

possible.  The coupling of evangelical 

church-focused bodies, coupled with a 

broader base formed by a Reformational 

adherence to Nicene principles presents 

the possibilities of evangelical synergy.   

 

Finally, I wish to propose a model or 

paradigm for us to consider as a way of 

understanding what our role in the world 

ought to be as we deal with the global 

church and the global challenge.  The 

use of models of course has always been 

part of our understanding.  The Bible 

itself is full of such ideas.  We are, at 

various points, exhorted as soldiers, ath-

letes, sojourners, exiles, prisoners, con-

querors, pioneers and pilgrims.  The 

latter is especially popular, having a 

long history in Anabaptist circles.  It was 

created for a minority people, but it also 

created the possibility of believers wan-
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dering through life, completely disasso-

ciated from culture, like anonymous 

strangers traveling the tube together to 

work every morning.   A particularly 

potent image, particularly for our time 

and circumstances, is found in the last 

book of the Bible.  It describes the 

words of the faithful witness Jesus 

Christ (1:5) to the church including “the 

souls of those who had been slain for the 

word of God and the witness they had 

borne” (6:9).  Faithful believers in this 

sense are martyrs, witnesses, willing to 

die rather than betray their Christ or 

compromise their faith.  While many 

descriptions would be useful, I believe 

that martyr contains elements in it that 

both counteract the idols of the present 

age and offer the most powerful sort of 

evangelism to alternative totalizing 

schemes such as Islam or global secular-

ism. 

 

I believe in one 
When we recognize and honor practical 

unity, we are living out our lives in imi-

tation of Jesus.  Consider the high 

priestly prayer.  Think of the unity be-

tween the Father and the Son: “that they 

may all be one, just as you, Father, are in 

me, and I in you, that they also may be 

in us, so that the world may believe that 

you have sent me” (John 17:21).  As 

Berkouwer notes, the unity of the Father 

and the Son “forms the deep foundation 

for what belongs to the essence of the 

Church.”
19

 Furthermore, this unity is an 

essential component of our witness.  

Consider Herman Bavinck’s observation 

that “the endless division of the Church 

gives the world cause for joy and deri-

sion, a reason for its unbelief in the One 

sent by the Father.”
20

 When we remain 

visibly divided, we stand in imitation of 

the world, not our Lord.  This also im-

plies some practicality.  There is nothing 

in John 17 for some sort of esoteric 

sense of oneness, the kind of ethos ex-

uded by New Agers.  It must be visible 

and practical.  This cannot be the sort of 

vacuous, naïve togetherness that charac-

terizes some of our initiatives, nor can it 

be the unbiblical sweeping-it-under-the-

rug sort of thing we saw in the ecumeni-

cal movement.  It has to be based on 

something stronger than good intentions 

or subjective experience.  Another di-

mension to unity strikes me as particular 

applicable to the situation today.  As a 

witness to the unbelieving world of the 

unity and exclusivity of Christianity, 

particularly to the Muslim world, we 

need to rethink our habit of making de-

signer Bibles.  The proliferation of trans-

lations, paraphrases and themes strikes 

the Muslim world as a sign of something 

counterfeit not genuine.  As you can see, 

oneness does matter.  It should affect the 

way we live. 

 

Holy 
We are living in an artificial, imitative, 

and derivative world.  This is the age of 

the remake.  Postmodern art is character-

ized, the pundits say, for its playfulness.  

What they mean by this is that artists or 

architects take familiar themes and they 

reproduce them in a way that makes fun 

of them.  The point is that they do not 

start with a new vision; they simply dis-

tort the old one.  In a sense, what they do 

is devalue the past by lampooning cul-

tural icons.  Nothing in a sense is ever 

authentic or original.  There is no stan-

dard.  There are only perspectives, 

points of view.  The foundations have 

disappeared.  I am afraid that the West-

ern church also lacks any sense of true 

authenticity.  It is just another sales job 

to the world, a form of clever (at best) 
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manipulation; all show and no sub-

stance.  Philip Ryken observes, “We 

lack the kind of personal and corporate 

holiness that would recommend the truth 

of the Gospel to our culture.  One of the 

great weaknesses-maybe the great 

weakness of the church today is the ab-

sence of radical godliness that would set 

us apart from the world.”
21

  

 

What does the Bible and the historic 

church mean by holiness? Can it be re-

duced to a set of rules, an ethic? In that 

case, doesn’t that mean that being part of 

the church means nothing more than 

following the rules? Others assert the 

“objective” nature of holiness, stating 

that to be holy is to elect, set apart from 

the world by God and related to Him.  I 

think we must say that the Bible and the 

early church never attempted to divide 

the two.  Deuteronomy 28:9 illustrates 

the balance.  “The Lord will establish 

you as a people holy to himself, as he 

has sworn to you, if you keep the com-

mandments of the Lord your God and 

walk in his ways.” Likewise, the New 

Testament upholds the importance of 

balancing the internal and external.  This 

is the point the New Testament makes 

when it states that the tree can be know 

by its fruit (Col 1:10; Tit 3:14; 2Pt 1:8).  

Knowing God in Christ meant transfor-

mation.  Believers are called to be dif-

ferent, but not through force of their own 

native will.  Moreover, this change can-

not be inward only.  It must be in part 

visible.  We must ask ourselves on this 

basis, what makes us different? To be 

clear, I am not referring to differences 

that may just be cultural anachronisms, 

using “these and thous” when we pray or 

dressing in black as something other 

than a fashion statement.  I am the dif-

ference the inner presence of God’s 

grace makes.  Any other distinctive can 

be chalked up to legalism but not this.  

How does the watching world see the 

difference and not conclude that it is 

earning merit just as they seek to do? 

This is holiness as evangelistic differ-

ence.   

 

Catholic 
As Edmund Clowney pointed out, catho-

licity did not simply mean universality 

or global.  “Catholicity is found in the 

church’s identity (its relation to the Tri-

une God), not simply in geography, 

numbers or sociological statistics.”
22

 

Catholicity therefore is fundamentally 

linked to a particular theology and his-

tory.  “Early writers believed in the 

catholic church in the sense that they 

believed that Christians everywhere 

trusted one God, confessed one faith, 

had one baptism, and shared one mis-

sion.  In that sense, ‘catholic church’ 

first meant real or authentic church.”
23

  

Above all, it is not a generic characteris-

tic.  Furthermore, catholicity, in its 

Greek form κάθολικη also carries the 

connotation of integrity and purity.  It 

signified an inner quality of biblical con-

sistency that spanned history and ex-

tended globally.
24

 In other words, it 

means far more than universal.  John 

Leonard suggests an excellent applica-

tion for the catholic church.  He poses a 

question.  What should we do with the 

globalization of immigration as believ-

ers? He poses two alternatives for cities 

such as London.  We can integrate im-

migrants into existing churches.  The 

other alternative is the homogeneous 

church.  Often, proponents of either ar-

gue to the exclusion of the other.  They 

either cannot accept the biblical appro-

priateness of the model or they cannot 

see how it could ever work.   
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This is particularly true of those 

schooled in the homogeneous unit prin-

ciple.  Part of the confusion on their part 

is due to their understanding of cultures.  

Traditionally anthropologists saw cul-

tures as absolute, unchangeable entities.  

They were like cells or atoms, practi-

cally irreducible minimums or building 

blocks.  Contemporary thinking is chal-

lenging this understanding of culture.  

Leonard, for example, notes the rapid 

development of hybrid cultures linked to 

new cultural stimuli.
25

 People change 

and cultures change.  In other words, 

multi-cultural churches are increasingly 

becoming a strategic alternative.   

 

I believe that a key factor underlying the 

success or failure of this alternative lies 

in how we see ourselves and see each 

other.  In the West, we characteristically 

value independence and our often un-

stated value system appreciates the de-

velopment of churches to suit our own 

taste or match our own understanding.  

This is entirely normal and most unbib-

lical.  We are not called to independence 

but the freedom of belonging.  Well 

what of oneness or unity? How different 

this is from the way we see our world.  

To be one in the early church was ulti-

mately to be free.  This seems odd to us.  

To be one after all is to have all of the 

strings attached.  We think freedom lies 

in the absence of encumbering alliances.  

This is not how the biblical and ancient 

world saw things.  It also, by the way, is 

not how most of the world understands 

freedom.  Catholic Cardinal Ratzinger, 

the present pope, supplies welcome un-

derstanding even to evangelicals such as 

ourselves.  He notes for example that 

freedom for the ancient citizen consisted 

in becoming a part of a household.  

Within our context, the house of course 

is the church.  We are free, because we 

can now be what we were always de-

signed for, family.  It is the freedom of 

belonging.  To be outside therefore, is to 

be cursed.  We as believers in the Lord 

Jesus Christ are part of one household.   

 

The value that best expresses the God-

created need for belonging is interde-

pendence.  We were created to need God 

and be in relation with him, but we were 

also created for one another.  We were 

made to serve one another.  We were 

made to help complete one another.  

This, I think, is not too difficult to grasp 

on a local level.  One can easily see its 

application for example in friendship or 

marriage.  But we need to enlarge our 

thinking on this point.  What, for exam-

ple, of the nations? Do we need them? 

Two hundred years ago, the floodgates 

opened and Europeans took the Gospel 

to the nations.  They clearly needed it, 

we knew we had it and we had the un-

shakable conviction that God wanted the 

world to encircle every part of the globe.  

What the statistics Philip Jenkins point 

out, better still what living proof like 

Turgay Uçal signify is that it worked 

spectacularly. 

 

The question I have however is what 

now? What do we mean by interdepend-

ence in our context? What difference 

should it make and how do we best ex-

press it? Fundamentally it means that we 

should all be equally important to one 

another and equally needy.  With regard 

to global Christianity, it means that God 

has thrown us together for our good, not 

simply the need of the other.  We need 

the evangelical churches of Turkey and 

Bangladesh.  We need them, not simply 

as ministry locations for missionaries, 
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but because they, as they wrestle with 

the Scriptures as biblical believers, have 

much to teach us.  We become a better 

church because we are one church with 

them.  We need the faithful historical 

churches that have survived heresy and 

conquest without capitulation.  I think 

this idea of interdependence also means 

something else.  It guards us from a dif-

ferent kind of discrimination.  One kind 

of discrimination implies the inferiority 

of non-Western believers because they 

are too primitive to think or act on their 

own.  This is the lingering mistake of 

colonialism.  Today, we are experienc-

ing a different but related mistake.  Now 

we want to say that some of these broth-

ers and sisters are so wonderful and so 

unique that any contact between us 

would only contaminate their pure wor-

ship and understanding.  It has in fact 

become common practice for missionar-

ies now to refrain from having any real 

relationship with indigenous churches 

either as brothers or partners.  This is a 

great shame since it seems to be a denial 

of the very basic idea of catholicity.  The 

truth is that the nations do need to en-

gage the Scriptures from within their 

cultures.  They do need to theologize.  In 

so doing, they will modify structures and 

develop biblical approaches to issues of 

direct applicability to them.  They must 

not however be alone in this enterprise.  

They must do their theologizing in living 

dialogue with the church throughout the 

world and the church throughout time.  

Theology has to be a community project. 

 

And apostolic church 
To be apostolic is to follow in the foot-

steps of the apostles as they carried out 

the ministries given to them by Jesus.  

Specifically, it includes Christ-centred 

preaching, Bible-based teaching, all of 

which testified to salvation by grace 

through faith alone.
26

  Andrew Walls, 

the eminent church historian takes um-

brage at the idea of having a creedal 

position that spans place and time.  

Rather, he supports the idea of scrapping 

universal statements in favour of adopt-

ing local convictions shaped around four 

broad convictions: the worship of the 

God of Israel, the ultimate significance 

of Jesus of Nazareth, the belief that God 

is active where the believers are, and the 

conviction that the believers constitute a 

people of God.
27

 Two comments have to 

be made.  First, it seems to me that 

Walls’ suggestions, if they are believed, 

still represent an attempt at creedalism, 

however inadequate.  Second, the idea of 

creed evokes the idea of a ruler, guide, 

or plumb line.  Creeds help us by re-

minding us of what the convictions of 

the historic church reaching back to the 

apostles have always been.  They arose 

under the threat of heresy and repre-

sented what the church thought scripture 

was saying.  They are expressions of the 

rule of faith, the regula fidei.  The rule 

of faith was considered by the church up 

through the Reformation as the content 

of the profession of faith for every can-

didate for baptism.  Additionally, it was 

seen as the “necessary context for the 

correct interpretation of scripture in the 

early church.”
28

 This was of crucial 

benefit since every heresy claimed to 

follow the Bible alone.  Walls has given 

us something that would allow almost 

anyone to claim to be a Christian with-

out fear of contradiction.  This is what 

Carl Trueman means when he criticizes 

contemporary evangelicalism for the 

development of “a crude and unsophisti-

cated Biblicism which routinely rejects 

(or, more often, simply ignores as irrele-

vant) the history of church and theol-
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ogy.”
29

 In an age of do it yourself spiri-

tuality, it is all too easy to shape the Bi-

ble to fit your needs and we do so with 

far too much ease. 

 

 Trueman adds a very helpful note.  We 

need, he notes, a “hermeneutic of humil-

ity with regard to the past.” In the case 

of Nicea, we had, and it must be empha-

sized, wording that was not imposed on 

Scripture, but a sound judgment regard-

ing what the theological content found 

throughout the canon of Scripture really 

was.   In other words, the creed was de-

scriptive.  It was simply listening to 

Scripture, not dictating.
30

  We need to 

consult our covenantal ancestors in the 

faith, particularly those found in the 

early church and the Reformation.  The 

Reformers would most certainly have 

approved.  They never saw themselves 

as pitting the pure light of Scripture 

against the distortions of the church 

called tradition.  Rather, they saw the 

ancient tradition of the church as funda-

mentally affirming a correct interpreta-

tion of Scripture, something the Reform-

ers sought to recover.  While they never 

considered the early church councils as 

infallible, they upheld them for their 

truthful representation of the word of 

God in the face of heresy.
31

 It was in fact 

Calvin in the preface to his Institutes 

that saw the Reformers as recovering the 

Rule of Faith, something that was bit-

terly opposed by the Socinians and other 

radicals who claimed the right to inter-

pret the Bible without any help from the 

church.
32

 

 

To be one, holy, catholic, and apostolic 

church is our true heritage and our true 

calling.  It unites us with the best of the 

past.  The Heidelberg Catechism of 1563 

asks, “What believest thou concerning 

the ‘holy catholic church’ of Christ?” 

That the Son of God from the beginning 

to the end of the world, gathers, defends, 

and preserves to Himself by His Spirit 

and Word, out of the whole human race, 

a Church chosen to everlasting life, 

agreeing in true faith; and that I am and 

forever shall remain a living member 

thereof.”
33

 The Second Helvetic Confes-

sion of 1566 adds, “Furthermore, we 

teach that it is carefully to be marked, 

wherein especially the truth and unity of 

the church consists, lest that we either 

rashly breed or nourish schisms in the 

Church.  It consists not in outward rites 

and ceremonies, but rather in the truth 

and unity of the catholic faith.  This 

catholic faith is not taught us by the or-

dinances or laws of men, but by the 

Holy Scriptures, a compendious and 

short sum whereof is the Apostles 

Creed.  This is truth for the ages, not just 

the sixteenth century Europe.  It reso-

nates with the Bible and echoes a heri-

tage of faith.  It must be remembered as 

well that these works were penned dur-

ing difficult times, when the evangelical 

faith was far from secure and threatened 

on all sides.  They did however succeed 

in anchoring the faith.  Lest we forget 

however, this was also a period of great 

church planting and expansion.  The 

one, holy, catholic, and apostolic iden-

tity of the church did more than just pro-

tect the body from infection or infiltra-

tion.  It united the church for the offence 

not just defense.   

 

Having said this, I must also add some-

thing.  Adherence to these principles 

also means that the phenomenon of neo-

evangelicalism, the parachurch, must 

move from its position of authority in 

evangelism, missions and mercy.  It 

lacks the accountability and unity of 
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doctrine needed.  It too easily mirrors 

the privatized, autonomous proclivities 

of the present age and fragments the 

witness of the biblical faith far too 

much.  It lacks, as Leonardo de Chirico 

has so effectively pointed out, a coherent 

worldview, making it ineffective in cri-

tiquing other genuine worldviews such 

as Roman Catholicism, Hinduism or 

Islam.  It is, in this sense, poorly 

equipped.  Only a united church gath-

ered around Reformational theological 

distinctives has the coherence to take on 

what postmoderns call “totalizing” belief 

systems and a badly fragmented society. 

 

The fact of this kind of reformed, apos-

tolic catholicity is a knife that cuts both 

ways however.  Not only will it appro-

priately limit the role of the parachurch, 

a phenomenon of the modern age, it will 

also mean changes for our understanding 

of the traditional church, at least the rec-

ognizable protestant church that 

emerged at the conclusion of the Refor-

mation period.  This church, character-

ized by denominational structures was 

formed out of political settlements be-

tween nation states and their rulers.  The 

means for European peace in the 16
th

 

century was “every ruler, his religion.” 

Protestant churches assumed national 

identities and maintained national bor-

ders.  It seems to me that a fundamental 

implication of one, holy, catholic, and 

apostolic church is a stretching of defini-

tion beyond political, national con-

straints.  The church of the Reformation 

maintained both a local and a transna-

tional identity.  So should ours.  The 

shape of the change will in part be de-

termined by the church’s polity.  Con-

gregational bodies, for example may 

pursue continental reformed associations 

of churches.  Several already exist.  

Presbyterian bodies may be encouraged 

to go beyond their own national identity 

and embrace transnational Presbyterian-

ism.  To be clear, I am not simply advo-

cating the sort of cooperative relation-

ships that already exist.  I am suggesting 

that the future of reformed Presbyterian 

or Episcopal bodies may lay in European 

or International denominations.  This is 

a challenging thought, but it is one that 

seems to lead logically from the Nicene 

formula stated earlier.  Time will tell, 

but I cannot envisage the older fragmen-

tation along national lines as being able 

to meet the challenge of an aggressively 

catholic Roman Catholicism or Islam. 

 

This all brings us to my proposal for 

using the biblical understanding of 

“martyr” as an exemplar: There is some-

thing that smacks of authenticity about 

the Christian martyr.  Some of that may 

be due to the fact that he or she has a 

conviction powerful enough to die for.  

This, I think, cannot be enough.  After 

all, members of Hamas or Tamil Tigers 

could say the same thing.  Rather, I think 

it strikes us as authentic because it is in a 

profound sense an imitation of our Lord.  

It is truly putting your money where 

your mouth is.  It is to be stamped with 

his likeness.
34

 It is to do what he com-

manded us to be, his witnesses to the 

end of the age and the end of the earth 

(Mt 28:20; Ac 1:8).  It also seems au-

thentic because we know that false 

prophets and teachers downplay suffer-

ing.  Wisdom doesn’t have to be diffi-

cult, just eat this fruit and your eyes too 

will be opened and you will know.
35

 I 

like the way Os Guiness put it: “Part of 

the reason for contact (evangelism) is 

collision.”
36

 God took a peculiar people 

out of the world, so that he could remake 

that world through them.  This happens 
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as we witness to the truth and confront 

error.  The Christian life encompasses, 

as a friend Jud Lamos says, both decon-

struction and reformation.  This identity 

will in time shape our entire life as be-

lievers and churches.  I like what Kevin 

Vanhoozer says as he explores what 

martyr means within the theological life 

of the church.  “Christ’s passion is a 

model for how we should stake truth 

claims today-as a suffering witness.  The 

vocation of the Christian theologian is to 

be an interpreter-martyr: a truth-teller, a 

truth-doer, a truth-sufferer.  Truth re-

quires evangelical passion, not postmod-

ern passivity; personal appropriation, not 

calculation.”
37

  It is time once again for 

us to be used of God to make a differ-

ence.   

Let me conclude my address with 

Richard Phillips’ understanding of 

the implications of living the Christian 

life in this way.  “It is when we take 

seriously the cross of Jesus Christ and 

its claims upon our lives that the 

world will stand up and take notice.  

It is when our message is not the easy, 

breezy, self-centred spirituality so 

common today, but Christ crucified, 

and a cross-bearing life for those who 

follow him to glory-it is then that the 

light of the open tomb will flood our 

church with the power of God.  Then 

Christ will build his church in our 

midst and cast down even the gates of 

hell, all to the praise of the glory of his 

name.”
38
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